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ABSTRACT Most protein structural prediction algorithms assemble structures as reduced models that represent amino acids
by a reduced number of atoms to speed up the conformational search. Building accurate full-atom models from these reduced
models is a necessary step toward a detailed function analysis. However, it is difficult to ensure that the atomic models retain the
desired global topology while maintaining a sound local atomic geometry because the reduced models often have unphysical
local distortions. To address this issue, we developed a new program, called ModRefiner, to construct and refine protein structures from Ca traces based on a two-step, atomic-level energy minimization. The main-chain structures are first constructed
from initial Ca traces and the side-chain rotamers are then refined together with the backbone atoms with the use of a composite
physics- and knowledge-based force field. We tested the method by performing an atomic structure refinement of 261 proteins
with the initial models constructed from both ab initio and template-based structure assemblies. Compared with other state-of-art
programs, ModRefiner shows improvements in both global and local structures, which have more accurate side-chain positions,
better hydrogen-bonding networks, and fewer atomic overlaps. ModRefiner is freely available at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.
umich.edu/ModRefiner.

INTRODUCTION
The goal of protein tertiary structure prediction is to estimate the accurate spatial position of each atom in a protein.
Most structural simulation programs represent polypeptide
chains as reduced models to speed up the conformational
search. For example, Rosetta (1) represents every residue
by backbone atoms and Cb, and TASSER/I-TASSER (2,3)
specifies every residue by its Ca and side-chain center
(SC) of mass. However, the energy terms for low-resolution
modeling are not sufficient to determine the global topology
and local details accurately. A further full-atomic refinement simulation is often necessary to obtain high-resolution
models (4). This is often a prerequisite for detailed biological applications such as protein-ligand docking and virtual
screening.
There are two sets of criteria that should be considered in
an evaluation of full-atom refined models. The first set is
based on the global topological similarity of the model to
the experimental structure, including the root mean-square
deviation (RMSD) (5), template modeling (TM)-score (6),
and global distance test-total score (GDT-TS) (7). The
second set is based on the physical realism of atomic details
and measures the local structural qualities, including bond
length, bond angle, torsion angle, side-chain c angle, and
steric clash, which should follow the standard characteristics observed in the experimental structures. Researchers
have developed programs that can build full-atom models
from Ca traces, such as PULCHRA (8) and REMO (9);
however, very few of these programs were designed to
satisfy all of the aforementioned criteria. Although in prinSubmitted May 12, 2011, and accepted for publication October 21, 2011.
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ciple there is no contradiction between the global and local
structural qualities, it is significantly nontrivial to construct
and refine atomic models from reduced models while simultaneously optimizing both global and local structural qualities. For example, well-packed backbone conformations
often tend to be distorted to relax the steric clashes between
side-chain atoms during full-atomic-structure constructions,
which consequently results in degraded topology scores.
In this work, we developed a reliable algorithm for protein structure refinement, called ModRefiner, with the goal
of generating refined full-atom models from Ca traces
with improved global and local qualities. ModRefiner
divides the refinement procedure into two steps. First, it
constructs a main-chain model from the Ca trace with an
acceptable backbone topology and main-chain hydrogen
(H)-bonding network. In the second step, side-chain atoms
are added onto the backbone conformation and optimized
with the use of a composite physics- and knowledge-based
force field.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Algorithm flow
Fig. 1 illustrates the two-step procedure of ModRefiner for constructing
a full-atom model from initial Ca trace. The low-resolution step first builds
the initial backbone atoms from a look-up table for the Ca trace, and then
conducts energy minimization simulation to refine the backbone quality.
The second, high-resolution step adds the side-chain atoms from a rotamer
library and then conducts a fast energy minimization to refine both sidechain and backbone conformations.
If the initial model already contains all of the backbone atoms, the
ModRefiner program has the option to skip the first step and start from
the high-resolution, full-atomic simulation step. Hydrogen atoms are not
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FIGURE 1 Flowchart of the ModRefiner two-step full-atom model
construction and refinement procedure.
included during the full-atomic simulations, and are added later by an
external fast and accurate program called HAAD (10).

Initial main-chain construction
A look-up table is first constructed to map every four consecutive Ca atoms
(Cai-1, Cai, Caiþ1, and Caiþ2) to one carbon Ci and one nitrogen Niþ1. A
nonredundant set of template structures with an identity cutoff of 25%,
resolution cutoff of 1.8Å, and R-factor cutoff of 0.25 are obtained from
the PISCES server (11). Two inner angles (A(Cai-1, Cai, Caiþ1) and
A(Cai, Caiþ1, Caiþ2)) and one torsion angle (T(Cai-1, Cai, Caiþ1,
Caiþ2)) are calculated from the four consecutive Ca atoms for each residue
position, as shown in Fig. 2 a. The three angles are divided into 157 bins
with intervals 1/50, 1/50, and 1/25 for each bin. The averaged three feature
values (i.e., the distance between Ci and Cai; inner angle between Ci, Cai,
and Caiþ1; and torsion angle between Ci, Cai, Caiþ1, and Cai-1) are calculated from the high-resolution template structures for each of the 3D
bins, which determine the relative position of Ci uniquely, as illustrated
in Fig. 2 b. Similarly, another three feature values are calculated for atom
Niþ1 (Fig. 2 c). The look-up table is built such that it has 157157157
entries mapped to 6D feature values. If some 3D entries never exist in
the templates, their corresponding 6D features will be copied from the
neighboring effective entries.
Given the Ca trace, one can quickly construct the initial main-chain
(N, Ca, C) model by using the 6D feature values corresponding to the
3D bin of every four Ca atoms, in which the N- and C-terminal residues
are handled separately. As a control, we compared the accuracy of positioning the N and C atoms by this quick procedure with that obtained by
PULCHRA (8), using an independent set of test proteins. The RMSDs of
the N and C atoms to their native positions are 0.211 Å and 0.241 Å, respectively, by PULCHRA, whereas the RMSDs by our mapping procedure are
0.088 Å and 0.119 Å, respectively. The other associated main-chain atoms
(O, H, Cb) are added based on the backbone topology.
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534
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FIGURE 2 Addition of N and C atoms based on four consecutive Ca
atoms. (a) The definition of two inner angles and one torsion angle calculated from the four Ca atoms. (b) Adding one C atom from three consecutive Ca atoms with three parameters (distance, inner angle, and torsion
angle). (c) Adding one N atom from three consecutive Ca atoms with three
parameters (distance, inner angle, and torsion angle).

Main-chain energy minimization
The purpose of this main-chain simulation is to refine the backbone physical quality, because the above main-chain construction step keeps the Ca
positions unchanged. A total of seven atoms (the side-chain center (SC),
N, Ca, C, O, H, and Cb) are involved in the reduced main-chain model.
The virtual atom SC cannot be determined uniquely due to the large degrees
of freedom of the side-chain c angles. Based on the statistical analysis on
the experimental structures, we calculate the averaged SC positions for
20 different amino acids with different backbone torsion angles (4, j).
Here we divide 4 and j into 72 bins with an interval width of p/36. In
the control test, when given the native backbone structure, this method
generates the SC with RMSD 1.295 Å to the native SC, whereas the
RMSD is 1.407 Å if the SC is determined approximately from the average
geometry of three consecutive Ca atoms.

Force fields
The total energy Emain consists of six terms:

Emain ¼ Erestr þ w1 Elength þ w2 Eangle þ w3 Erama
þ w4 Emclash þ w5 Emhb ;

(1)

where wi (1% i %5) are weights for different energy terms.
The first energy term, Erestr, in Eq. 1 is the base energy, which is used to
evaluate the structural difference between the refined model and the reference model. It is defined as the summation of absolute differences between
pairwise Ca distances in the refined model and those in the reference
PNp
jDrefined ðai ; bi Þ  Dreference ðai ; bi Þj, where Np is
model, i.e., Erestr ¼ i¼1
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the total number of Ca pairs, and D(ai,bi) is the Ca distance between the ith
pair of residues ai and bi. We take restraints from all residue pairs in the
reference model. This energy term will guide the structural decoys to
stay near the reference model. In the decoy clustering algorithms, such as
SPICKER (12) used in I-TASSER, the cluster centroid from the average
of clustered decoys often has a higher backbone topology score in terms
of the RMSD or TM-score, but has a worse physical quality than the cluster
center structure, which is obtained from a single simulation decoy. Hence,
our simulations start from the cluster center structure and use the cluster
centroid structure as the reference model. Only Ca atoms are required in
the reference model because we extract a distance map from distances
between pairwise Ca atoms. If some region in the reference model (e.g.,
the loop region) is not desirable and must be rebuilt from scratch, it can
be omitted in the reference model. In this situation, Erestr is the difference
between the common regions of the two distance maps. Therefore, the
conformation of the omitted region in the decoy will be flexible because
it is not restricted by this energy term.
Elength and Eangle are the numbers of outliers of the bond lengths and
angles, respectively. The standard parameters of bond lengths and angles
and their deviations were previously defined by Engh and Huber (13).
One bond length or bond angle is counted as an outlier if its difference
from the standard value is larger than four times the deviation (14).
Erama is the number of outliers of backbone (4, j) torsion angle pairs in
the Ramachandran plot (15). One (4, j) pair is counted as an outlier if it is
not in the allowed region that includes 99.95% torsion angle pairs from
experimental structures (16).
Emclash is the number of main-chain steric clashes between every pair of
the seven types of atoms. We define a clash when the distance of any pair of
atoms is less than the sum of their van der Waals radii. Because the virtual
atom SC has a bigger uncertainty, we used a distance cutoff of 1 Å for the
clashes between SC and other atoms.
Emhb is the number of main-chain H-bonds. One main-chain H-bond is
counted if the geometry of the C and O atoms in the ith residue and the
H and N atoms in the jth residue satisfies the following three distance
and angle conditions: 1), the distance between the O atom in the ith residue
and the H atom in the jth residue is <2.5 Å; 2), the inner angle between the
O atom in the ith residue and the H and N atoms in the jth residue is >90 ;
and 3), the inner angle between the C and O atoms in the ith residue and the
H atom in the jth residue is >90 . This definition of H-bonds is not identical
to the H-bond definition used by HBPLUS (17), which contains two
distance restraints and three inner-angle restraints.
The determination of the weight parameters is a nontrivial problem in
protein structure refinement. To optimize the weights wi in Eq. 1, we
selected a set of 262 nonhomologous globular proteins from the PISCES
list (see Table S1 in the Supporting Material). These proteins are also
nonhomologous (with a pairwise sequence identity of <30%) to the testing
proteins described further below. The starting structural models for the
training proteins were generated by I-TASSER simulations, for which all
homologous templates were excluded from the template library. We then
ran the ModRefiner program to refine the I-TASSER decoys, and obtained
values of the weight parameters from a superdimensional grid system as
done in MUSTER optimization (18). We selected the best weight for
each energy term by maximizing the corresponding model quality. The
weights were initially set to zero and gradually increased until the coupled
energy terms had no effect on the corresponding quality of the refined
model. For example, w1, coupled with Elength, was increased from zero until
the number of bond-length outliers in the refined full-atom model could not
be further reduced. As a result, the final weights were determined to be w1 ¼
0.5, w2 ¼ 0.3, w3 ¼ 4, w4 ¼ 1, and w5 ¼ 5.

Conformational search
Seven movements are involved in the main-chain simulation, as shown in
Fig. 3, a–g. Movements a–c randomly change the bond length, bond angle,
and torsion angle in the allowed range. Movement d changes the torsion
angle pair using the value randomly selected from the allowed region in
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the Ramachandran plot. Movement e, which is originally from LMProt
(19), first randomly perturbs the coordinates of backbone atoms in a
segment and then reorganizes them to satisfy the bond length and bond
angle restraints. Movement f randomly rotates one segment using the vector
between one pair of Ca atoms as the rotation axis. Movement g shifts a
piece of randomly selected segment forward or backward by one residue.
In Fig. 3 g, the conformation of four residues (i þ 1, i þ 2, i þ 3, and
i þ 4) shifts along the sequence by one residue.
The conformation of the structural decoy is represented in two systems:
a Cartesian system and a torsion angle system. Movements a–d update the
coordinates in the torsion angle space and then the Cartesian coordinates of
the new decoy structure are reconstructed from the torsion angle values.
Movements e–g directly update the 3D structures of a short segment in
the Cartesian system, and the backbone torsion angles are then recalculated
based on the new Cartesian coordinates.
Here, the main-chain simulation is based on energy minimization, where
for each movement the new conformation is accepted only when its energy is
lower than the old one. We also compared the results obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation with the Metropolis criterion (20) and found that the
energy-minimization method was more efficient when given the same simulation time cutoff, as judged by the lowest energy found. The proportions of
attempts for different movements are not constant; rather, they are recalculated each time based on the number of different outliers of the current decoy
during the simulation. For example, if the current model includes more bondangle outliers than bond-length outliers, the movements involved in the
bond-angle updates will be conducted with a higher probability.
The residues that are involved in the movements are also not evenly
selected. The probability with which the selected residues will move
depends on their qualities. The atomic position of one residue will have
a higher chance to move by different movements if it contains more outliers
and clashes. In this optimal way, the physical quality of the bad regions can
be efficiently improved in a very short time.
A simulation trajectory will stop if the running time exceeds 10 L s,
where L is the protein length, or the number of consecutively failed attempts
exceeds 1000 L. The latter case usually happens when the decoy achieves its
global or local minimum. A number of simulation trajectories are conducted that start from different random numbers to avoid the local minimum
trapping. These parameter cutoffs were decided by trial and error.

Initial side-chain addition
After the main-chain energy minimization is completed, the initial sidechain atoms are quickly added based on the rotamer statistics of high-resolution PDB structures. In the statistics, rotamer types are grouped based on
the torsion angle pair (4, j), which is divided into 7272 bins. The choice
of rotamer for each residue is based on the fitness with its neighboring residues. The fitness score is composed of a pairwise knowledge-based potential and a physics-based potential. The program has a linear computational
complexity with regard to the protein length but can still achieve a high
side-chain accuracy.

Fast full-atomic energy minimization
The full-atom model constructed by the above side-chain addition procedure
is usually not globally optimized, because the backbone atoms are frozen
during the side-chain addition. This is particularly an issue when the backbone structure (e.g., from multiple template assembly) is too compact to
accommodate side-chain atoms. We therefore conduct a full-atomic energy
minimization to optimize the packing of the side-chain and backbone atoms.
The full-atomic energy Efull, which is used to guide the minimization,
consists of nine terms:

Efull ¼ Erestr þ W1 Elength þ W2 Eangle þ W3 Erama þ W4 Eclash
þ W5 Ehb þ W6 Edfire þ W7 ELJ þ W8 Erot ;

(2)
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FIGURE 3 Illustration of movements used for the main-chain simulation (a–g) and full-atomic simulation (a–i). New positions of atoms after movements
are connected by dash lines. New residue numbers after the shift in g are in italic type.

where W1 ¼ 5, W2 ¼ 5, W3 ¼ 5, W4 ¼ 2, W5 ¼ 1, W6 ¼ 10, W7 ¼ 1 and
W8 ¼ 1. We determined these parameters using the same method as
described above for the weight optimization of Eq. 1.
The first four terms in Eq. 2 are the same as those used in the main-chain
model in Eq. 1. Eclash is the total number of clashes between every pair of
atoms. Ehb is the total number of main-chain-to-main-chain, main-chain-toside-chain, and side-chain-to-side-chain H-bonds. The atom types of sidechain donors and acceptors follow the standard definition in HBPLUS,
but the side-chain H-bonds are still counted using the geometric conditions
in Eq. 1, which are independent of the HBPLUS definition. Edfire is the pairwise statistical potential from DFIRE (21), and ELJ is the pairwise physicsbased Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential (22). Erot is the statistical potential for
side-chain c angle distributions from high-resolution PDB structures.
Two more movements are included in the full-atomic simulation to move
the side-chain atoms, as shown in Fig. 3, h and i. Movement h substitutes
the side-chain c angles of a randomly chosen residue by new angles
randomly selected from our backbone-dependent rotamer library. Movement i changes one c angle of a randomly chosen residue by a random
value.
The energy calculation is implemented in a different way compared
with the main-chain simulation, which calculates the energy of an updated
conformation from scratch. Because there are about twice as many atoms
in the full-atom model as in the main-chain model, it takes much more
time to compute the pairwise energy terms (e.g., Eclash, Edfire, and ELJ).
Hence, to save CPU time, we calculate the energy of the current decoy based
on the energy of the last decoy structure plus the energy difference caused in
the movement involved regions. That is to say, after each movement, we only
check the residues and atom pairs that are changed during the movement. DE
is calculated on the changed region, which is the energy difference between
decoys before and after the movement. The whole energy of the decoy after
the movement is the sum of DE and the energy before the movement. By
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534

applying this strategy, we can perform the energy calculation nearly two
times faster than we could otherwise do from scratch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We had two goals in developing ModRefiner: construction
of sound full-atom models equivalent to the reduced models,
and relaxation of the global topology toward the native
structures. Accordingly, our test of ModRefiner consists of
two experiments. In the first experiment, we try to construct
the full-atom models from the Ca traces under the distance
restraints from reference models, and examine the physical
quality and the similarity to native structures. In the second,
we release the distance restraints from the ModRefiner
simulation and test the ability of ModRefiner for a free
structural relaxation. Therefore, the ModRefiner program
provides two modes: one with distance restraints for fullatom model construction, and one without restraints for
full-atom model relaxation.
Full-atom model construction from Ca traces
We test ModRefiner on two sets of proteins with the initial
Ca trace models generated by I-TASSER (3,23), a typical
algorithm based on multiple template assembly. The first
set consists of 148 proteins that were judged by I-TASSER
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to be hard proteins because no good threading templates
were identified. The second contains 113 easy proteins
that have close nonhomologous templates. The two test
sets are listed in Table S2 and Table S3 separately. The
sequence lengths of these proteins are in the range of 70
and 150 amino acids. The two test sets of proteins are
nonhomologous to the training proteins described in the
Materials and Methods section.
Given a sequence, we first run LOMETS (24) with
homologous templates with sequence identities >30%
excluded from the template library. A target is considered
an easy target if on average at least one template has a
Z-score higher than the specific cutoffs for the specific
threading algorithms. The term ‘‘hard target’’ means that
none of the threading algorithms detect a template with a
Z-score higher than the cutoffs. We then conduct I-TASSER
replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations to assemble fulllength models from the multiple threading fragments.
Finally, we use SPICKER (12) to cluster the structural
decoys generated during the simulations.
The ModRefiner program starts the structure refinement
from the Ca trace of the cluster center structure of the first
SPICKER cluster. The first cluster centroid, which is obtained by averaging the coordinates of all clustered conformations, is used as the reference model as described in
Materials and Methods. As a control, we run PULCHRA
(8), Modeller9.7 (25), and REMO (9), which are the most
commonly used full-atomic construction and refinement
programs, starting from the same decoy structures from
SPICKER. We also show the results obtained with the idealization protocol (26) of Rosetta3.2.1 and the side-chain addition program Scwrl4 (27). Because both programs require
input structure to contain at least backbone atoms, we use
the main-chain model generated by the low-resolution step
of ModRefiner as the input structure. Finally, the six programs output the full-atom models whose backbone topologies remain close to those of the initial reduced models.
Physical quality assessments

We use the standard MolProbity program (14) to validate the
physical quality of the atomic models. MolProbity provides
an MPscore for each structural model, which is a logweighted combination of the number of structural outliers
that have values outside the region of standard protein
structures, including rotamer outliers, torsion-angle outliers,
and steric clashes. A structure with a numerically lower
MPscore indicates a better physical quality. MolProbity
also outputs several other outliers, including bond-length
outliers, bond-angle outliers, and Cb outliers (deviation
> 0.25 Å). MolProbity requires the evaluated model to
contain hydrogen atoms to calculate the clash score, which
counts the total number of clashes between every pair of
atoms, including hydrogen atoms. We use HAAD (10) to
add hydrogen atoms in all six models by PULCHRA, Modeller, REMO, Rosetta, Scwrl, and ModRefiner.
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The results obtained by comparing the physical qualities
on the two test sets of easy and hard protein models are
summarized in the top half of Table 1. Different programs
have different advantages in reducing the numbers of
different outliers. Among the five external programs,
PULCHRA, Modeller, and REMO, which directly build
full-atom models from Ca traces, have worse physical qualities than Rosetta and Scwrl, which start from the main-chain
models by ModRefiner, partly because ModRefiner provides
better initial models for these two programs. This can be seen
from the third, sixth, and seventh columns of the Scwrl
results, because Scwrl keeps the backbone atoms frozen.
REMO has a relatively lower number of steric clashes than
PULCHRA and Modeller, and Modeller has fewer bondlength outliers than PULCHRA and REMO. Scwrl has
the lowest number of rotamer outliers because most of the
side-chain conformations in the model are chosen from the
rotamer library, which does not contain outliers. The Rosetta
models have zero bond-length and bond-angle outliers due to
the idealization protocol that was designed to build the model
with standard bond lengths and bond angles.
In general, ModRefiner provides a better balance of the
quality criteria compared with the five external programs.
ModRefiner model has slightly more rotamer outliers than
Rosetta and Scwrl so that the side-chain atomic clashes
can be removed by applying movement i. Counting the
absolute number, ModRefiner removes nearly all stereochemistry outliers except for the minimum number of
clashes, for both easy and hard proteins. By checking the
clash score, we can see that the number of clashes in the
ModRefiner models is only half of that in the Scwrl models,
which have the second-fewest clashes. The average number
of heavy atom clashes is close to zero for both side-chain
and backbone atoms. Almost all of the clashes in MolProbity counting were caused by the hydrogen atoms that
were added by HAAD after the simulation.
As a result, the MPscore of the ModRefiner models is the
lowest of all the algorithms. Based on the paired Student’s
t-test on the ModRefiner’s MPscore of the two test sets,
the p-value of the ModRefiner models is <1040 relative
to the Scwrl models, the models with the second-best
MPscore. The model quality score by MolRefiner in the
easy targets is slightly better than that in the hard targets,
partly because the easy targets have starting models with
on average a better backbone quality.
Similarity to the native structures

We also assess the models in terms of their structural
similarity to the native experimental structures, where an
improvement is generally more difficult to achieve by
atomic-level structure refinements (28). We evaluate the
backbone, side-chain, and H-bonding accuracies using standard programs for TM-score (6), LGA (7), and HBPLUS
(17). GDT-TS and GDT-high accuracy (GDT-HA) are
similar to the TM-score, which evaluate the backbone
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534
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Summary of full-atom model construction by different algorithms

Physical quality assessment
Target

Methods

Rama*

Cb-devy

Rotamerz

Lengthx

Angle{

Clashk

MPscore**

Easy

PULCHRA
Modeller
REMO
Rosetta
Scwrl
ModRefiner
PULCHRA
Modeller
REMO
Rosetta
Scwrl
ModRefiner

10.0
6.8
10.3
2.3
1.1
0.9
17.2
10.5
19.0
5.5
2.3
2.2

73.3
2.9
5.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
98.7
5.4
9.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

35.1
7.1
11.1
0.3
0.1
0.6
50.5
9.7
16.9
0.6
0.3
1.7

86.8
0.1
25.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
89.1
0.1
29.8
0.0
0.4
0.0

76.6
8.0
93.3
0.0
1.2
0.8
79.5
10.2
93.9
0.0
1.5
0.9

623.8
158.3
127.4
114.4
103.5
62.6
725.4
174.5
174.0
246.5
224.3
105.9

5.288
4.118
3.286
2.989
2.833
2.597
5.439
4.223
3.529
3.517
3.343
3.137

Hard

Structural similarity to the native structure
Target

Methods

RMSD

TM-score

GDT-TS

GDT-HA

GDT-SC

HBAyy

HBCzz

Easy

PULCHRA
Modeller
REMO
Rosetta
Scwrl
ModRefiner
PULCHRA
Modeller
REMO
Rosetta
Scwrl
ModRefiner

3.46 Å
3.57 Å
3.47 Å
3.36 Å
3.35 Å
3.33 Å
9.93 Å
9.95 Å
9.94 Å
9.57 Å
9.56 Å
9.65 Å

0.738
0.725
0.738
0.754
0.755
0.757
0.405
0.404
0.404
0.417
0.417
0.417

75.28
74.21
75.42
77.40
77.47
77.69
39.53
39.49
39.48
40.80
40.83
40.89

56.08
54.81
56.54
59.55
59.65
59.89
24.97
24.96
25.09
26.26
26.22
26.56

11.43
20.15
27.88
28.39
29.50
30.93
4.36
7.78
9.08
9.43
9.54
9.87

0.515
0.510
0.595
0.702
0.656
0.626
0.374
0.370
0.415
0.505
0.461
0.437

0.391
0.300
0.415
0.523
0.536
0.576
0.237
0.186
0.247
0.320
0.335
0.350

Hard

Bold numbers are the best performance in each category.
*Number of torsion angle outliers.
y
Number of Cb outliers.
z
Number of side-chain rotamer outliers.
x
Number of bond length outliers.
{
Number of bond angle outliers.
k
Clash score output by MolProbity.
**MolProbity score.
yy
Accuracy of H-bonds.
zz
Coverage of H-bonds.

accuracy to native and lie in [0, 1] with a higher value
indicating better similarity to the native structures. The
TM-score counts all of the residues and tends to be more
sensitive to the global topology, whereas GDT-TS and
GDT-HA count the residue pairs with distances in (1 Å,
2 Å, 4 Å, and 8 Å) and (0.5 Å, 1 Å, 2 Å, and 4 Å), respectively, and tend to be more sensitive to the quality of
local structures. GDT-side chain (GDT-SC) is the same as
GDT-TS but counts the similarity of the side-chain atoms
to the native structure (29). The H-bonding network is
assessed by the accuracy of H-bonds (HBA), defined as
the number of correct H-bonds divided by the total number
of H-bonds in the models, and the coverage of H-bonds
(HBC), the number of correct H-bonds in the model divided
by the total number of H-bonds in the native structure.
The results regarding similarity to the native structure are
summarized in the lower part of the Table 1 for both easy
and hard proteins. First, the backbone structures of the
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534

refined models by all of the programs are similar to the
initial Ca traces. The differences in Ca RMSD, TM-score,
GDT-TS, and GDT-HA are therefore small among these
refined models. Compared with the models obtained by
other programs, the ModRefiner models have a slightly
lower RMSD and higher TM- and GDT scores, which shows
the potential of ModRefiner for refining global topology.
The p-value of the TM-score in Student’s t-test is <1024
between ModRefiner models and the average of the three
programs that did not use ModRefiner backbone structures.
There is no obvious difference in TM-score among the ModRefiner, Rosetta, and Scwrl programs, because the latter two
started from ModRefiner main-chain models.
Because side-chain reconstructions are not restrained by
the initial backbone models, the differences in side-chain
qualities among the programs are much greater than those
among the backbone structures. The side-chain accuracy
of ModRefiner, as assessed by GDT-SC, is the highest of
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all of the programs. This is attributed mainly to the statistical side-chain c angle potential in Eq. 2. Compared with
the program Scwrl, which had the second-best GDT-SC
score, the p-value of the GDT-SC by ModRefiner in
Student’s t-test is 1.27E-7, which means that the difference
in side-chain positioning is statistically significant.
Although ModRefiner does not specifically use the
secondary structure predictions, as REMO does to build
the H-bonding network, the ModRefiner models have the
highest coverage of H-bonds due to its inherent H-bonding
energy terms (see Eqs. 1 and 2). The Rosetta models have
the highest H-bonding accuracy, but the coverage is slightly
lower than that of Scwrl and ModRefiner.
Fig. 4 shows an example of structural refinement by
ModRefiner for the PDZ2 domain of syntenin (PDB ID:
1obx). The initial Ca trace in Fig. 4 a is the cluster center
obtained by SPICKER on the I-TASSER decoys. The model
has a close topology to the native with RMSD ¼ 1.30 Å and
TM-score ¼ 0.874. However, because I-TASSER modeling
takes Ca-Ca bond vectors with lengths of 3.26–4.35 Å, the
bond lengths of most residues have to be adjusted to the
standard length of 3.8 Å (a bond with length >4.2 Å appears
to be broken in Fig. 4 a) and the H-bonding networks have to
be reconstructed from the Ca trace.
The initial main-chain model keeps Ca atoms frozen and
can show secondary structures based on backbone atoms
by PyMOL (Fig. 4 b). It includes 20 correct H-bonds out of
26 H-bonds in the main-chain model. The side-chain heavy
atoms in the initial full-atom model (Fig. 4 c) are added to
the refined main-chain model, which forms more b-strands
than the initial main-chain model. It has 33 out of 37 mainchain H-bonds and five out of 14 side-chain H-bonds, the
same as in the experimental structure (Fig. 4 e). The model
after the main-chain simulation draws the initial model closer
to the native structure, which has TM-score ¼ 0.903 and
RMSD ¼ 1.08 Å. Because the backbone atoms are frozen
when the side-chain atoms are added in the initial full-atom
model, it has a high clash score (124.3) by MolProbity.
The refined full-atom model in Fig. 4 d further improves
the H-bonding network, which has 41 out 53 correct mainchain H-bonds and six out of 13 side-chain H-bonds. The
backbone accuracy of the model is also slightly improved,
with TM-score ¼ 0.905 and RMSD ¼ 1.07 Å. Compared
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with the experimental structure in Fig. 4 e, the final model
in Fig. 4 d has a very similar global topology and secondary
structures. Because the full-atomic simulation could move
both side-chain atoms and backbone atoms to reduce the
steric clashes, all of the heavy atom clashes were removed
in the final model. Fig. 4, c and d, also show four side chains
in the models before and after the full-atomic simulation. By
comparing these with the side chains in the native structure
in Fig. 4 e, we can see that the side-chain orientations
become closer to those in the native structure after the simulation. As a result, the GDT-SC score in the refined fullatom model is 43.61, which is higher than that in the initial
full-atom model (30.28).
High-resolution structure relaxation
We use the easy and hard targets described above to generate two sets of initial models. In the first set, models are
generated by the Rosetta ab initio prediction program,
where no homologous fragments are excluded from the
template library with the purpose of increasing the quality
of the test models by ab initio folding. In the second set,
models are generated by I-TASSER, where homologous
templates with sequence identities >30% to the query
targets are removed from the I-TASSER template library.
The two sets of models are then idealized by the Rosetta
idealization program to build the initial full-atom models,
which gives the models ideal bond lengths and bond angles.
These two sets of models represent typical starting structures generated from reduced-level ab initio and templatebased modeling simulations.
We run ModRefiner for free structure relaxation on these
two sets, in which the distance restraints energy term Erestr is
removed from Eq. 2. The ability to refine the full-atom
model toward the native one without using restraints is
closely related to atomic-level ab initio protein folding. As
a control, we compare the results from the flexible simulation with those from the Rosetta relaxation on the same
test sets. Although new Rosetta versions have been released,
we found that version 2.3.0 gave the best relaxation results
in our test sets (see Table S4 and Table S5). Therefore, we
only focus on the results obtained by Rosetta 2.3.0 in the
following discussion.

FIGURE 4 Example of ModRefiner in atomic structure construction and refinement from Ca trace. (a) Initial Ca trace, which is the cluster center generated by SPICKER. (b) Initial main-chain model. (c) Initial full-atom model after side-chain addition to the refined main-chain model. (d) Refined full-atom
model by ModRefiner. (e) Native structure of 1obxA.
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534
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The average results of the two programs are summarized
in Table 2 in comparison with the initial starting models.
The scattered TM-scores of the 261 individual targets
(113 easy þ 148 hard) are illustrated in Fig. S1. In Table 2,
the H-bonding evaluations are divided into two parts: HM
refers to the main-chain H-bonds, and HS refers to all of
the remaining ones. The accuracy and coverage of the two
kinds of H-bonds are shown in the last four columns of
Table 2.
Rosetta decoys as starting structures

Starting from the first decoy set generated by the Rosetta ab
initio folding, the Rosetta relaxation on average slightly
improves nearly every quality feature as shown in the top
half of Table 2. The coverage of both main-chain and
side-chain H-bonds by Rosetta relaxation is higher, indicating that the relaxed models contain more correct
H-bonds. The accuracies of both H-bonds are lower because
the models after relaxation contain more H-bonds and a
larger portion of them are absent in native structures. The
ModRefiner models show on average a better atomic accuracy than the Rosetta models for all items except for
the accuracy of the side-chain H-bonds. In particular, the
lower RMSD and higher TM-score/GDT-TS indicate that
ModRefiner has a stronger potential for drawing the starting
models closer to their native state.
As shown in Fig. S1 a, ModRefiner improved the TMscore of the initial models in 181 out of the 261 cases,
whereas Rosetta did so in 143 cases. The p-value of the
Student’s t-test between the initial models and the Rosetta
models is 0.37, whereas that between the initial models
and the ModRefiner models is 3.47E-7, which indicates
that the ModRefiner refinement is statistically more significant in terms of the TM-score.
I-TASSER decoys as starting structures

The relaxation results for the second I-TASSER decoy set
are shown in the lower part of Table 2. The Rosetta relaxations on average slightly decrease the backbone accuracy
but increase the side-chain accuracy and generate more
H-bonds. Again, ModRefiner slightly outperforms Rosetta
TABLE 2

in all terms except the accuracy of the nonmain-chain
H-bonds (HSA). The ModRefiner models have a slightly
lower TM-score and GDT-TS, but a higher GDT-HA score,
than the initial models. This is probably because the
I-TASSER decoys are more compact and it is relatively
more difficult to improve the global structures (as assessed
by TM-score and GDT-TS) than to improve the local structures (as assessed by GDT-HA). The side-chain structures
were considerably improved by ModRefiner, as indicated
by the significant increase in the GDT-SC score (from
17.89 to 19.38). Moreover, the H-bond accuracy and
coverage are increased in ModRefiner models compared
with the initial models.
The scattering data of TM-scores before and after relaxation of the I-TASSER decoys are shown in Fig. S1 b.
ModRefiner refined the TM-score of the initial models in
129 targets, whereas Rosetta did so in 81 targets. If we
consider the GDT-HA score, ModRefiner and Rosetta
showed improvement in 155 and 97 cases, respectively.
Compared with the number of improved cases in the Rosetta
decoys, these data again show that it is more difficult to
improve the global topology of compact decoys generated
by I-TASSER. The p-values of the difference between ModRefiner and Rosetta are 1.71E-14 for the TM-score and
1.48E-13 for the GDT-HA score.
Illustrative examples

In Fig. 5, we show two of the most successful examples of
ModRefiner from the free relaxation experiment. Fig. 5 a
is a relaxation of ModRefiner on the starting model generated by Rosetta ab initio folding. The target is from the
second chain of adduct HAH1-Cd(II)-MNK1 protein
(PDB ID: 3cjk). ModRefiner correctly relocates the
C-terminal b-strand (residues 66–73) in the initial model,
resulting in an overall increase in the TM-score from
0.786 to 0.866. The number of correct H-bonds and the
GDT-SC score of the refined model are also improved
(from 33 to 40 and 30.88 to 39.59, respectively).
Fig. 5 b shows another example of the ModRefiner relaxation starting from the I-TASSER model, whose corresponding experimental structure is the PsbQ polypeptide

Full atomic relaxation by Rosetta and ModRefiner

Rosetta decoys

I-Tasser decoys

Initial
Rosetta
ModRefiner
Initial
Rosetta
ModRefiner

RMSD

TM score

GDT-TS

GDT-HA

GDT-SC

HMA*

HMCy

HSAz

HSCx

10.54 Å
10.48 Å
10.38 Å
7.46 Å
7.85 Å
7.57 Å

0.385
0.386
0.389
0.551
0.526
0.548

40.41
40.60
40.78
55.66
53.44
55.50

27.16
27.54
27.62
40.06
38.06
40.21

9.62
10.25
10.32
17.89
17.99
19.38

0.588
0.585
0.599
0.692
0.670
0.699

0.472
0.523
0.530
0.490
0.546
0.563

0.200
0.171
0.145
0.200
0.205
0.161

0.059
0.087
0.126
0.053
0.099
0.135

Bold numbers are the best performance in each category.
*Accuracy of main-chain H-bonds.
y
Coverage of main-chain H-bonds.
z
Accuracy of nonmain-chain H-bonds.
x
Coverage of nonmain-chain H-bonds.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of the ModRefiner
model (green) and initial model (red), both of
which are superimposed on the native structure
(blue). (a) Initial model from Rosetta prediction.
(b) Initial model from I-TASSER prediction. (c)
Local side-chain comparison of the three models
in panel a. (d) Local side-chain comparison of
the three models in panel b.

(PDB ID: 1nze). ModRefiner correctly moves the
N-terminal two helices (residues 1–46) closer to the native
structure than the initial model, which dramatically
increases the overall TM-score from 0.508 to 0.702. The
number of correct H-bonds and the GDT-SC score of the
refined model are 72 and 26.83, respectively, and thus are
much higher than those of the initial model (48 and 12.29,
respectively). It is striking to notice that the drastic TMscore improvements in both examples were generated by
a quick and purely ab initio energy-minimization procedure.
The improvement of the b-strand structure is mainly driven
by the enhanced H-bonding, whereas the correct relocation
of the long helix in the second example is mainly due to the
repacking terms of the ModRefiner force field.
Corresponding to the models shown in Fig. 5, a and b,
Fig. 5, c and d, highlight two local structures from the
core regions of the models to show how ModRefiner improved the side-chain conformations. Both the initial and
refined backbone structures near the highlighted side-chain
regions are close to the native structure, where the sidechain c angles are adjusted in the refined models that result
in a better GDT-SC score and more side-chain H-bonds. The
positions and orientations of the refined residues (in green)
are closer to those of the residues in the native structure (in
blue); the distances between ending atoms are also marked
in Fig. 5, c and d. The ModRefiner simulation also removed
the side-chain steric clashes in the initial model (indicated
by the red residues in Fig. 5 d). In this example, the tyrosine
amino acid in the refined model has the aromatic ring more
parallel to native than that in the initial model. The atom at
the end of the side chain of this residue in the refined model
has a slightly greater distance to that in the native structure,
mainly because the main-chain backbone of this residue in

the refined model has a larger deviation than that in the
initial model in this case.
CONCLUSION
We have developed a new algorithm, called ModRefiner,
for quick and efficient protein structure construction and
refinement starting from Ca traces. The refinement process
is split into two steps of low-resolution backbone structural
construction and high-resolution full-atomic refinements,
where the simulations are guided by a composite physicsand knowledge-based force field.
We first tested the algorithm on a large benchmark set of
261 nonhomologous proteins with models generated from
the typical template-based homology modeling procedure
of I-TASSER. We observed significant progress in generating full-atom models from Ca trace structures. The
models generated by ModRefiner showed improvement in
the global topology as measured by RMSD, TM-, and
GDT-TS scores to native structures, as well as in the qualities of local structural geometry as measured by atomic
overlaps, H-bonding networks, side-chain rotamers, and
torsion-angle outliers. The overall results were better than
those obtained with other state-of-the-art programs, including PULCHRA (8), REMO (9), Modeller (25), Rosetta
(26), and Scwrl (27).
We also tested the algorithm in the free relaxation of
atomic models generated by different algorithms of ab initio
folding and template-based modeling. ModRefiner showed
an ability to improve the global topology of the protein
structures even without external restraints. For the models
generated by low-resolution simulations, such as that obtained by Rosetta ab initio folding, ModRefiner relaxation
Biophysical Journal 101(10) 2525–2534
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was able to improve both global and local structure scores
and H-bonding networks. For models with more-compact
structures, such as those generated by I-TASSER, the
topology score was usually more difficult to improve.
However, ModRefiner still improved the high-resolution
backbone GDT-HA score, side-chain GDT-SC score, and
H-bonding networks of these models.
Our data demonstrate that ModRefiner can become
a useful and convenient program in the field of protein structure prediction. It can be used for both full-atom model
construction from Ca traces and atomic-level structure
relaxation. The online server and the stand-alone program
of ModRefiner are freely available at http://zhanglab.
ccmb.med.umich.edu/ModRefiner.
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